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About This Content

Upgrade your American Motorsport adventures with the Season Pass. It includes three exclusive vehicles, early access to 22
vehicles in monthly drops, a permanent 20% discount to the in-game store.

Get instant access to three different types of vehicles - SuperMarine Spitire MK IX Plane, Porsche 911 Turbo 3.6 Sports Car,
and the Ice Marine Blade Runner 35 boat.

Get the edge on your competition with seven-day early access to 22 unique vehicles as they become available.

A 20% in-game discount will allow you to buy more vehicles and customizations.

With an additional exclusive home location you'll be showcase your vehicles in styles

Ride in style in two unique outfits that show off your personal flare.
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Title: The Crew 2 - Season Pass
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Racing
Developer:
Ivory Tower
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400s @ 2.5 GHz or AMD FX-6100 @ 3.3 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or AMD HD 7870 (2GB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0 or better)

Additional Notes: Game contains BattleEye (https://www.battleye.com/) anti-cheat technology and VMProtect 
(http://vmpsoft.com/support/user-manual/introduction/what-is-vmprotect/) anti-piracy technology.

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Very nice game! Cool and unique game-play!
It is fun to build the ramps and then stunt on them :-D. This could be a lot of fun, if I could see and work with the inventory. I've
only been able to make my inventory come up once after I re-downloaded. The first time I downloaded this game it didn't
download the inventory boxes at all. The 2nd time I downloaded the game, I saw the inventory boxes for the first time, however
it only appeared for a short time and was gone again. I don't know how I'm supposed to play the game when the key inventory is
not available.

There are also locations where I can't see what's available to purchase. Half the time if I get the little eyeball, all i see is an
empty circle of barbed wire, ????

I'm playing on an apple (a new one), I don't know why I should be having this much trouble. The game is incomplete, so they've
taken my money, although not a lot of it, but I didn't receive a playable game. That sucks!. AWESOME GAME LOVE LOVE
LOVE IT
EVERYONE NEEDS TO THUMBS THIS UP
IDK WHY THERE WASNT A GAME LIKE IT ALREADY ON STEAM
YES I KNOW ITS A COPY OF BOMBERMAN BUT I MEANT YOU KNOW LOL. It's always good to have more maps.. It
was good like back in February, idk what the heck they did to it, but now its really really bad, don't wast your time, please.. The
game looked pretty exciting on the store page and they really did a good job both with the trailer and with the game info,
however the gameplay is pretty underwhelming considering the presentation it offers.

One would think that this is a game about dealing drugs, you take drugs from a person, and you sell them to another, you stack
some drugs in your house, maybe you produce some of your drugs, maybe you get high on your drugs, maybe you even get in
some fights because of your drugs, that's what you would expect from a 'drug dealing simulator'.

What the game actually is, is just a stock trading simulator in which you buy the so-called 'drugs' online through an app which is
supposedly provided by CIA (makes \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sense), and you sometimes get into RPG type battles with
random people, or the unrealistically perceptive cops in the game, because cops always know what a drug dealer looks like and
whether or not he has drugs on him. I use the term 'so-called' because you could really replace the drugs in this game with
anything and it wouldn't make a single difference in the gameplay.

The main character doesn't even have a house\/apartment, he just goes around the town 24\/7 with his tablet and backpack
supposedly selling and buying drugs, I don't even know how he gets the drugs, the game never shows him receiving them, it just
shows him purchasing them online, I suppose they drop from the sky or some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 maybe
the CIA use their top notch technology to synthesize the drugs directly into his backpack. The cops in this game don't make any
sense, they will attack you on sight if you have drugs on you or even legally owned weapons, and they will frisk you if you don't
(which is clearly a violation of your rights in almost any state and country), and if you're at the start of the game good luck
dealing with them, cause you won't be able to fight them, and you'll almost never get away. It would have really been a great
thing adding character stats in the game like speed (so you can get away from the cops without tripping 7 times in a row when
you try to escape) or strength (so you could actually handle the cops in fights without having to purchase the ridiculously
overpriced weapons). Also, why does this game take the weapon system to the extreme? I'm pretty sure no low-profile drug
dealer would ever carry a rocket launcher or a flame thrower in his backpack.

Also, the pricing of the drugs in this game is complete garbage. I mean, I'm not a drug-obssesed junkie, who just wants to snort
coke everyday, but I know that a gram of cocaine doesn't cost $20,000. It doesn't matter when or where you buy it, you could
get it in North Korea for cheaper than that. Hell, you could probably even get it into space for cheaper than that. I understand
that it wasn't an easy game to make, (especially since you guys spent so much time filling all that background story that nobody
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cares about) but if you are to make a game on drugs, could you at least do some research on the average prices for street drugs?

And yes, they use the famous 'unit' as quantity measurement, just so they can discount pieces of criticism like this, but for real,
that unit could be a gram, an 8 ball, an ounce or even a pound of cocaine and the pricing still wouldn't make sense. And even if
we are to talk about the kilos, it still wouldn't make sense either, as the other drugs would be way too cheap.Needles to say, if
you were to carry pounds or kilos of drugs in your backpack and walk through the entire town for days on end, you would
probably break both your back and shoulders at some point.

I personally can't recommend this game because it's poorly made and not what I expected, I don't really know what I expected
from a 2\u20ac game, but I guess I expected something a bit more than a stock trading simulator.
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Simple but fun definitely worth the small price. Never before have so many scary monsters been assembled into one video
game. So many unity assets compiled to send you into a world of terror!

My character was so scared he even ran out of the level multiple times!

A+ NEVER PLAY AGAIN. Free.
Fun.
No idea about end game yet.. Wow, this is awful.

It so wants to be Smash Bros. but it will never, ever be anything vaguely close to it. I think my favorite character is The Kid
from I Wanna Be The Guy. Despite having a gun, he only seems to have punch attacks.

Most of the achievements can be finished in a half hour, since most of them just require winning one match as a each character.
So there's that.. A fun game to play.
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